
iFOLDEDIT
BROCHURE



Through our Origami clubs, workshops and Coporate therapy 
events, we use the art to inspire creativity, social interaction, 
improve self esteem, and build a community of folders in  
students and  professionals who are now a part of the ever 
increasing Origami global network.

iFoldedit Origami is a social enterprise that aims to improve 
wellness and advance education across all ages and abilities by  
integrating  the Japanese art of Origami and aligning with the 
Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs) 3 & 4.

INTRODUCTION
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VISION

MISSION

Promoting the knowledge and love of Origami
to improve well being, advance education,

community spirit and inspire a better world.

To leverage on the best practices and innovations
to promote the learning and exploration
of Origami and its numerous benefits.

VALUES
INGENUITY: We use art to stimulate the intellectual consciousness and creativity.

INCLUSIVENESS: We encourage folders regardless of age, ability and interests.

MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS/TOLERANCE: We promote multicultural integration and

peace with inspiration from Sadako Sasaki’s crane and are Peace ambassadors.

TEAM SPIRIT: We inspire bonding and community spirit through the art.



Origami is the Japanese Art 
of folding paper. A 
mindfulness exercise that 
relieves stress, improves 
focus, social interaction, 
team bonding and 
creativity in children and 
adults. The Art also inspires 
calm, patience and is a flag 
bearer of world Peace and 
Hope.
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As a flat paper transforms 
from 2D to 3D  through 
geometry and angles it is a 
unique spatial reasoning 
exercise. Origami is 
particularly an "easy go to''. 

Research has shown that 
Art as a form of therapy 
effectively improves 
wellness, cognitive 
development and problem 
solving skills. 

Many other art forms will 
require talent, basic 
materials such as brush, 
canvas, paints, musical 
instruments etc. All that 
Origami requires however 
is a piece of paper and the 
mind ready to explore.

WHAT IS 

ORIGAMI?



Countless one on one sessions with people 
who are learning the art to enrich their 
daily living and relieve stress. We are 
leveraging the several benefits of the art 
to improve productivity lives. 

iFoldedit is an Origami art enterprise 
based in Nigeria with the purpose of 
exploring the Japanese art to improve the 
learning experience of students and 
wellness of individuals and groups. Over 
1700 children with our dynamic Origami 
clubs use STEAM(Science Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) 
applications of the art in schools. We have 
provided therapeutic and team bonding 
sessions for over 600 professionals in 
Corporate events.
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WHO WE ARE?
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Oluwatobi Sodimu is a Chemist turned Origamist/Theragamist and 
Teacher. He has a B.Tech(HON)s degree in Pure and Applied 
Chemistry from Ladoke Akintola University Ogbomosho.

He is also the Founder of Origami Society Nigeria an initiative of iFoldedit 
Origami with the aim of integrating Origami into the Nigerian society and 
helping people harness the several benefits of Origami in not just Nigeria 
but all of Africa. He has his works on "Origami Therapy Challenge in 
Nigeria" and "Origami in Mental Health" were published on the British 
Origami Society Magazine and America's most prestigious Origami 
magazine "The Paper".

He is the Chief Origamist iFoldedit Origami a venture he started later in 
2017 to engender creativity,quality education and a sound mental health 
through the art of Origami. Completely focusing SDGs 3 and 4. He has 
since impacted over 1700 children and 400 professionals already.

Oluwatobi is a member of Origami Therapy Association, British Origami 
Society, and an alumnus of Arts In Medicine Nigeria. In his quest for 
knowledge has also bagged a certificate in Medicine and the Art: 
Humanizing Health care from the University of Capetown, South Africa.

Chief Origamist 

OLUWATOBI



Foldability for children with special needs.

Origami Club

We have a robust and qualitative Origami Club for schools 
adopting STEM(Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) 

education to improve learning holistically. Fodability is a special 
program we have to teach Origami to child with special needs. 

  Caregivers and Artists.
Physical and Virtual workshops for Educators,
Theragami and team bonding for Corporate event.

We organize physical /virtual workshops for for stakeholders in 
education, health and Art to explore and harness the several 
benefits of the art.We also organize team bonding and therapeutic 
Origami for Coporate events.

Crease Sunday 
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OUR PROGAM



BEHAVIOURAL ENHANCEMENT

Origami is well suited to work with a classroom of 30 

students or more. Given a multi age setting, paper 

folding eliminates the status associated with age 

difference. Younger children can teach older children. 

This provides an activity that works well when teeming 

different grade levels. Research has shown that 

children, who do not particularly excel in other areas, 

are often quick to learn origami and help their 

classmates master the steps. 

A LINK TO MATHEMATICS

Origami utilizes 'schematic learning through repeated 

action'. To attain success, the student must watch 

closely, listen carefully to specic instructions given, 

and then carry them out with neatness and accuracy. 

Student success here is determined by the activity, 

rather than the teacher. For many students, it teaches the 

patience that leads to pride in one's work, and the ability 

to focus energy and increase self-esteem.

COOPERATIVE LEARNING

The process of transforming a at piece into a 3 

dimensional models is a unique exercise in spatial 

reasoning. Origami is important to teach symmetry; for 

many of the folds, what you do to one side, you do to the 

other, just as in basic algebra. Paper folding further 

allows students create and manipulate basic geometric 

shapes as squares, rectangles, and triangles.
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E D U C A T I O N A L B E N E F I T S



Through folding, children use their hands to follow 

specic set of steps in sequence, producing visible 

results in minutes that are both clever and pleasing. The 

steps must be carried out accurately to yield a 

successful outcome.  This is a very important lesson, 

not just in mathematics, but in life. More so, eye and 

hand coordination is being greatly improved in the 

process.

MULTI-CULTURAL AWARENESS

Rooted in Asia, origami is a reection of the ingenuity 

and craftiness of the Japanese culture. By participating, 

students gain an appreciation of different cultures, 

therefore, opening a doorway to further exploration and 

increased tolerance.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Origami is frequently used to unite schools in thematic 

activity. An example is seen in Japan. Once a year, the 

good people of Japan remember the victims of the 

Hiroshima bombing. The world joins them in the 

remembrance, by sending a thousand cranes to Japan. 

There is a myth in Japan, that when you make a 

thousand cranes, you get to make a wish. In recognition 

of this, every country in which origami is practised send a thousand 

cranes to Japan, in remembrance of the Hiroshima victims. We too 

will join in this, by folding a thousand cranes, hanging them in the 

school library and sending to Hiroshima, Japan. This will exemplify 

collaboration and bring about a satisfying achievement of a group 

objective. Such constructive activity will enhance unity throughout 

the school and produce a feeling of competence. It is exible and 

convenient for all ages and abilities.
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OTHER

BENEFITS

●  Improve Social Interaction as 

Origami is shared with friends 

and family.  

●  Strong Mindfulness exercise.  

●  Attention retention and 

memory exercise.  

●  Improves self Esteem from 

the joy of achievement.  

●  It's a flag bearer for world 

Peace and Hope.

●  Stress Management and 

Relief. 

●  Team bonding exercise.   





www.ifoldedit.org
ifoldedit@gmail.com
07061049500
08138670290
ifoldedit
iFoldedit Origami
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